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(Vol. 27, n' 1, 1993, p. 9 à 34)

ANALYSIS OF MIXED METHODS
USING CONFORMING
AND NONCONFORMING F1NITE ELEMENT METHODS (*)
by ZHANGXIN CHEN (l)
Communicated by J. DOUGLAS

Abstract. —An abstract framework under which an équivalence between mixed finite element
methods and certain modified versions of conforming and nonconforming finite element
methods is established for second order elliptic problems with variable coefficients. lt is shown,
based on the équivalence, that mixed methods can be implemented through usual conforming or
nonconforming methods modified in a cost-free manner and that new error estimâtes for these
methods can be derived. The Raviart-Thomas, Brezzi-Douglas-Marini, and Marini-Pietra
mixed methods for second order elliptic problems are analyzed by means of the present
techniques.
Résumé. — On établit un cadre abstrait pour établir, dans le cas de problèmes elliptiques du
2e ordre à coefficients variables, l'équivalence entre des méthodes d'éléments finis mixtes et
certaines versions modifiées de méthodes d'éléments finis conformes et non conformes. En se
basant sur cette équivalence, on montre que des méthodes mixtes peuvent être mises en œuvre à
partir des méthodes conformes et non conformes habituelles, à moindre coût ; on montre
également que des nouvelles estimations d'erreur peuvent être obtenues. On analyse par ces
techniques, dans le cadre des problèmes elliptiques du 2e ordre, les méthodes mixtes de
Raviart-Thomas, Brezzi-Douglas-Marini et Marini-Pietm

1. INTRODUCTION

It has been observée! that in many cases mixed finite element methods give
better approximations for the flux variable associated with the solution of a
second order elliptic problem than classical Galerkin methods [2], [3], [13].
(*) Manuscrit received September 1991.
AMS(MOS) subject classifications (1985 revision). Primary 65N15, 65N30 ; Secondary
41A10, 41A25.
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However, the mixed formulation is more difficult to handle and, in gênerai,
is more expensive from a computational point of view [2], [11]. For second
order elliptic problems with piecewise constant coefficients, it has been
observed [2], [11] that this drawback can be circumvented by observing a
certain équivalence between mixed methods and some modified versions of
standard nonconforming methods. Arnold and Brezzi [2] showed, for
example, that the Raviart-Thomas mixed method of lowest order is
equivalent to the usual P1 -nonconforming method modified by augmenting
the classical P ^nonconforming space with T^-bubbles and then proved that
the équivalence is useful not only for implementing the mixed method but
also for deriving error estimâtes.
Variable coefficients may significantly complicate the équivalence above
and thus the performance of the mixed methods. Indeed, in the method of
Arnold and Brezzi [2], the weighted averages of the inverse of the
coefficients enter the numerical schemes through a projection on the RaviartThomas space.
The main purpose of this paper is to develop, in a rather gênerai setting
with minimal hypotheses, error estimâtes and implementations of mixed
finite element methods for second order elliptic problems with variable
coefficients. We shall develop an abstract framework under which an
équivalence between mixed methods and certain modified versions of
conforming and nonconforming finite element methods can be established. It
will be shown that our abstract theory includes not only the existing analysis
for the Raviart-Thomas method but also provides an approach to the analysis
of other mixed methods such as the Brezzi-Douglas-Marini and MariniPietra methods [3], [12]. More specifically, it is proven, by means of the
present techniques, that the lowest-order Brezzi-Douglas-Marini and MariniPietra methods are equivalent to modified conventional /^-conforming and
/^-nonconforming finite element methods, respectively. It should be emphasized that the field of application of our abstract results is quite large even
through only three families of mixed finite éléments are analyzed here.
Recently, Arbogast [1] has independently considered many of the same
questions with different emphases.
We shall also show that the difficulties with the variable coefficients noted
above can be avoided by projecting these coefficients into the finite element
space of the scalar variable and that the introduction of the projection of the
coefficients in the mixed methods above does not resuit in a réduction of the
order of convergence of the method and can lead to great savings in
computational effort. Moreover, the désirable features for piecewise-constant coefficients are shared by the approximation procedure considered for
variable coefficients. In particular, based on the équivalence above, it is
proven that the approximate solution for the flux variable produced by both
methods can be computed from the solution of the usual conforming or
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nonconforming methods in an inexpensive manner, that a superconvergent
approximation of the scalar variable by means of post-processing can be
obtained, and that new duality error estimâtes for the methods can be
obtained under a certain assumption on the triangulation of the domain.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section an
abstract theory of an équivalence between mixed methods and modified
conventional finite element methods is established. Then, in § 3-6, an
application of the results to the three families of mixed methods mentioned
above is presented. Finally, in § 7, the mixed methods for second order
elliptic problems with variable coefficients are discussed.
Throughout this paper we shall use the notation || . || ^ K and || . \\s œ K for
the norms on the Sobolev spaces HS(K) and W^^iK), respectively, for
s 5= 0 and some set K d R2. We shall also dénote by || . ||^ and ( . , . )K the
norm and the scalar product on L2(K). The subscript K will be omitted when
it is ft. Finally, the notation || . ||_5 will indicate the norm on the dual space

2. AN ABSTRACT THEORY

In this section we shall first develop an abstract framework under which an
équivalence between mixed finite element methods and certain modified
versions of conventional finite element methods for (2.2) below can be
established. Then, based on the équivalence, we shall obtain a duality error
estimate for the methods introduced. In order to fix ideas, in the present and
next four sections, the coefficient a will be assumed piecewise-constant. The
extension of the results to the case of variable coefficients will be discussed
in the last section.
Let ü be a domain in R2, let ƒ e L2(f2 ), and let a be a smooth function on
O < a* ^ a =s= a* < oo on 12 .

(2.1)

Consider the Dirichlet problem
- div {a Vu) = ƒ
M- 0

in /2 ,
on 3/2 .

(2.2a)
(2.26)

It is well known that problem (2.2) has a unique solution M.
Set
{r e (L2(/2 ))2 : div r e L2(f2 )} ,

V =H(dïy;I2)=
with the usual norm

(
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where r = (ru r 2 ), and let
W = L 2 (/2).
Introducing er = — a Vw, a formulation of (2.2) appropriate for the mixed
method is then :
Find (a, u) e V x W such that
(aar, T)-

(M, div r ) = 0 ,
(divcr, i?)= (ƒ", t;),

VreV,
VüeW,

(2.3a)
(2.3ft)

where a = a~1.
For the discretization of (2.3), let Th = {T} be a regular partition of
O into triangles or rectangles of diameter not greater than h, 0 < /z < 1, such
that if T is a boundary element, the boundary edge can be curved, and let
Eh dénote the set of edge s of triangles or rectangles of Th with the
décomposition
E9h=

{eeEh:eebt2},

E°h=Eh\El.

Associated with Th, we introducé the finite element spaces
Vh

= {TG

(W)2:r\TeV(T),

wh = {v e w : v \T G w(T),

V J e Th} ,

vr G r j ,

where V (T) and ^ ( 7 ) are finite dimensional, polynomial spaces on
T such that
(Hl)

div

V(T)^W(T).

Note that we do not require that Vh a V. Namely, the normal components of
éléments in Vh are not assumed to be continuous across the interelement
boundaries. For simplicity, we assume that there is an integer which bounds
the degrees of the polynomials in the finite dimensional spaces introduced in
this section.
It is well-known that, when dealing with discretizations of the mixed
formulation (2.3), the linear algebraic Systems produced by usual mixed
finite element methods are generally indefinite. A way to overcome this
difficulty is the introduction of Lagrange multipliers on the interelement
boundaries in order to relax the continuity requirement on the normal
components of the approximate solutions associated with the flux variables
across these boundaries [10]. This leads to defining the multiplier space
v\eeA(e),

Vee^;

M

\e = 0,

Vee^},
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where A (e) is some polynomial space on the set e, and the norm of
Ah is given by

I/*IJ= E II/*IL2-

(2-4)

We are now ready to state the mixed-hybrid formulation for approximating
the solution of (2.2) [2] :
Find (<rh, uh, \h) e Vh x Wh x Ah such that

(a<r„, r ) - £ {(«*, d i v r ) r - (A„ T . « r ) 3r } = 0,

V r s V , , , (2.5a)

(», div ah)T = ( ƒ , » ) ,
7"

= 0,

V / , 6 ^ , (2.5c)

where nT dénotes the outward unit normal to T. We shall assume that the
problem has a unique solution for each ƒ G L 2 ( / 2 ) . This can easily be
established [12] under the assumptions (Hl) and that for each v e W(T) and
fi, e A(dT) such that

there exists r E V (T) satisfying

and that
where _>l(3r) = fj A (g) and r 0 dénotes thc trace on 07.
«E

èT

We shall introducé another discrete formulation for approximating the
solution of (2.2) which we shall prove to be equivalent to (2.5). To that end,
we now define the « intermediate » multiplier space
Àh = {/* e L2{Eh) : p \e e À{e\

Ve e E°h ; ^ \e = 0, V^ G

where again A(e) is a polynomial space on the set e such that
(H2)

A(e)çÀ(e),

r . ne e Â(e),

r

g

with ne being a unit vector normal to e. Let now Ph and Rh(Rk) dénote the
orthogonal projections onto Wh and Ah{Àh) with respect to the norms
vol. 27, n° 1, 1993
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|| . || and j . 1^, respectively. Then, define Mh<zzL2(n) to be a finite
dimensional space such that the following two assumptions are satisfied :
(H3)
(H4)

RhtffsAh,

V^eM,.

For each v sWk and fx e Ah, there is a unique <p in Mh satisfying
Ph<P =v ,

Rh<p = p .

For a given r E (W)2, dénote Pv r the L2-projection of r in Vh. Another
approximation procedure for (2.2) is then defined by seeking t//h e Mh such
that [2]
Y^{aPv{V^h\V<p)T=

(Phf, <p), V<p eMh.

(2.6)

T

We are now in a position to prove the following équivalence theorem.
THEOREM 2.1 : Assume that assumptions (H1)-(H4) are satisfied. Let
(crh, uh, Ah) be the unique solution of system (2.5) and let i//heMh be
determined by

Then *t*h is the unique solution of (2.6). Moreover, ah is related to
.

(2.8)

Proof : Note that tf/h is uniquely determined by (H4). From (Hl), (H2),
(2.7), and Green's formula, (2.5a) becomes
S ( V ^ „ T)T+ {a<rh, r ) = 0 ,

VTEV,.

T

This shows that aah is the L2-projection of - Vtf/h in Vh since a = a~l is
piecewise constant, and thus (2.8) holds.
Next, by (Hl) and (2.5b) with v = Ph <p, <p e Mh, we have
^ ( d i v o - , , <p)T= (Phf, <p), V ^ e M , .
T

Hence, by Green's formula,

= (Phf,<p),

V^Mj,
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which together with (H2), (H3)> and (2.5c) implies that

T

This yields that &k is a solution of (2.6) by (2.8).
In order to prove the uniqueness, let tf/k be another solution of (2.6) and
define (ak9 uh, Xh) by
crh = -aPv{V$h),

(2.9a)

uh =Ph*h,

(2.9b)

A„ =Rh$h.

(2.9c)

By (2.9) and Green's formula, we see that
(aah9

T ) - £ { (MA, div T)T'

= 0,

T

(ÂA, T . nT\T]
)

r

+

^

*

'

d

i

v

T

^

™

(

^>"

T

•

VreVh.

by (Hl) and (H2). Next, for each v e Wh, we define x e MA such that
PAA'=»,

RhX=0.

(2.10)

Then, using (2.10), (Hl), Green's formula, (H2), (2.9a), and (2.6),
£ (div crh, v)T=YJ
T

(div vh, x)T

T

Finally, for any /M e Ah, choose x ^ Mh satisfying
PhX=0,

Rhx = V-

Hence,

£ (&h . nT9 M ) a r = ^ (<r^ . n r , ^ ) a r
r

T

= % {{ffh, Vx)T+
T

vol. 27, n° 1, 1993
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Applying (2.6), (2.9a), (Hl), and (2.11), we find that
£ {&h.nT, M)9r = O, V/* G ylA .
r
Combine the results above ; thus, {ah, ïih, Xh) is a solution of System (2.5).
But, by the uniqueness of the solution of (2.5), we see that
{ah, üh9 \h) = (ah, uh, Xh\ and so, by (H4), \j/h = ^ . This complètes the
proof of the theorem.
We now turn to the dérivation of an error estimate for the problem (2.6).
To that end, we shall state further assumptions which will be required in the
proof of our next theorem.
(H5) For any smooth function <f> there exists a function <j>h in Mh such that
Ph(cf> - 0

(H6)

A

) = O,

Rh(<t> -

For <p e Mh9
), = 0 , V M

where |> ] stands for the value of the jump discontinuity of <p on the
interelement boundaries.
(H7)

P0(e)^A(e)9

e e E°h ,

where / > 0 (^) dénotes the set of constants on e, so that
)
I

T

*

^veY\Hl(T),

TsTk.

(2.12)

T

The solution iffh of (2.6) is assumed to satisfy the relation
(H8)
and the approximation property
(H9)
for some r ^ l .
The domain O will be said to be 2-regular if the Dirichlet problem
— div (aVp) = q in Q ,
p - 0 on 3/2 ,
M2 AN Modélisation mathématique et Analyse numérique
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is uniquely solvable for q e L2 {O ) and if

T H E O R E M 2.2 : Under the hypotheses of (H1)-(H9), if u and t//h are the
solutions of Cl.2) and (2.6), respectively,
then,

\\u - <i,h\\ ^c(hr\\u\\r

+ \\f -phf\\_2),

(2.i3)

provided that H is 2-regular, where C is a generic constant independent ofh.
Proof : Let w = u — ij/ h. Consider the auxiliary Dirichlet problem :
Find 4> e Hl(f2) such that
- div (a V<f> ) = w in O ,
0-0
on bil .
By the assumed elliptic regularity, we have
||*||2*C||W||.

(2.14)

Now,

||w|| 2 = Y (fl v<£> V w >r - Z (o V<t> • «r- w ) 8 r
T

T

(2.15)

Let <f>h be the function of </> in Mft according to (H5). Then, by (2.2), (2.6),
and (H8),

T

(2.16)

= (f-Ph f. * )+(Tkf.

^r

Since, by (Hl), (H2), (H5), and (2.8),

£ {^
T

and
we find that

vol. 27, n* 1, 1993
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Next, using (H6),

.nT-Rh{V<f> . nT}), w - Rhw)aT ,
T

so that, a p p l y i n g (2.12),
|

|

|

|

V

W

|

L

.

(2.18)

Now, combine (2.14)-(2.15), (2.17)-(2.18), and (H9) to obtain the desired
result (2.13), and the proof of the theorem has been completed.
Remark : If Àh — Ah, the assumption (H5) follows immediately follows
from (H4). As seen in the next section, this is the case in most applications.
The hypothesis (H6) requires that the éléments of Mh have a certain
continuity across the interelement boundaries. The assumption (H7) is
trivially satisfied for all the existing mixed spaces. The relation (H8) may be
shown for some mixed spaces under a certain assumption on the triangulation
of the domain. The estimate (H9) can be easily verified by the équivalence
above between (2.5) and (2.6) and a known error estimate for the mixed
method (2.5). Finally, the duality estimate (2.13) has been proved using the
discretization formulation (2.6), which cannot be naturally derived from the
original mixed formulation (2.5).
3. THE LOWEST-ORDER RAVIART-THOMAS METHOD I

In this section and the next three sections we shall apply the results of the
previous section to several examples. We shall consider the lowest-order
Raviart-Thomas and Brezzi-Douglas-Marini methods [13], [3] and the
mixed method recently introduced by Marini and Pietra [12] since these
methods are the most useful in practice. But, as mentioned in the
introduction, the results in the previous section can be applied to other more
gênerai mixed spaces with higher indexes. For simplicity, we shall assume
that O is a convex, polygonal domain. However, it will become clear that the
same analysis can also be done for more gênerai domains where u e H2(fl ).
Let Th ~ {T} be a triangular décomposition of /2. The spaces V (T),

WÇT), A(dT), and A{bT) are defined by
V(T)=

(P0(T)f+(x,y)P0(T),

A(BT) = A(dT) = P 0 OD = f] P0(e) ,
e e 37
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where Pk(T) dénotes the set of polynomials of degree not greater than
k, k~sO, on F. The assumption (Hl) foliows from the relation
div V ( r ) = W(T)f
and it is easy to see that (H2) holds.
We now turn to define the space Mh. For each T in Th9 let (Al5 A2> A3)
represent the barycentric coordinates of a point of T, and let
N3h=

{v:v\T=

r r A 1 A 2 A 3 , yT e R,

V F E Th} .

Then, define Mh by [2]

where MNC is the usual nonconforming space ; i.e.»
MNC=

{veL2(n):v\TeP1(T),

VTeTh,

v is continuous at the midpoints of sides in E% and vanishes at the midpoints
of sides in Eak}.
Note that the space Mh is the classical P rnonconforming space augmented
with P3-bubbles. The hypothesis (H3) is trivial, since Ah = Ah and thus
Rh = Rh. The assumption (H4) was shown in [2].
Consequently, Theorem 2.1 is applicable and shows that the lowest-order
Raviart-Thomas method is equivalent to a modified P r nonconforming
method. It follows from (2.8) that

Furthermore, it can be shown [11] using the équivalence between Systems
(2.5) and (2.6) that the approximate solution crh can be computed by the
simple formula
<rh(x)= -aVzh+

(Phf)T(x-xT)/2,

x e 7\

(3.1)

where xT is the barycenter of the triangle T, and zh e MNC is the solution of
={Phf,

v),

VueMNC.

(3.2)

Since it is easily seen from the définition of N3h that the assumption (H8)
is not valid, the duality estimate (2.13) cannot be derived naturally in the
present case.
vol. 27, n s 1, 1993
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4. THE LOWEST-ORDER RAVIART-THOMAS METHOD II

In this section we shall reanalyze the lowest-order Raviart-Thomas method
by means of modifying the space Mh. We shall show that, while the features
of the previous section are preserved here, the new approach allows for
Theorem 2.2 to be used to dérive a new duality estimate for the scalar
variable.
The spaces Vh9 Wh, Ah, and Ah are defined as in the previous section, but
Mh is modified as follows. On the triangle T there exists a quadratic function
(unique up to a multiplicative constant) <£0) r (x) which vanishes at the two
Gaussian quadrature points of each side of 7\ It can be written explicitly as
[9]
which has been scaled so that its value is unity at the barycenter of
T. Then, we introducé
N2h=

{v:v\T=

yT<f>0,T(x),

yTeU,

VJeJj ,

and
Mh=MNC®N2h,
where MNC is defined as in the previous section. Mh is now the usual
nonconforming space augmented with the P2-buhb\s functions.
Again, (H3) is trivially valid and (H4) can be seen from the next lemma.
LEMMA 4.1 : Let T e Thbe a triangle with edges el (i = 1, 2, 3 ). Then for
all pt G L2{el) (f = 1, 2, 3) and q G L2(T\ there exists a unique
X e Af (T) = {v \T : v s Mh) satisfying
(X-Pl,

(x-q,

l)e|=0>
DT

=0.

i = 1,2,3,

(4.1)

(4.2)

Proof : Clearly, the system given by (4.1) and (4.2) is a square linear
system with four équations and unknowns. Hence, to prove existence and
uniqueness of ^ , it suffices to show that x = 0 if q = 0 and pt = 0
(1 = 1,2,3).
Let x = X\ + 7T $0, T s u c n t n a t X\ G MNC and yTsU. Then, conditions
(4.1) with/?( = 0 and the vanishing of the average value of <f>0 T on each edge
imply that
(*i, D e | = 0 ,
1-1,2,3.
Consequently, it follows that xi == 0- As a resuit of this, x — JT^^THence, by (4.2) with q = 0, yT = 0 and x = 0, and the proof has been
completed.
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Consequently, Theorem 2.1 shows again that the Raviart-Thomas method
of lowest-order is equivalent to a modified P ^nonconforming method
amplified by P2-bubbles t m s time. Moreover, based on the present équivalence, it can also be shown that the simple implementation (3.1) for
<Th is preserved here [4].
To apply Theorem 2.2, we must check that hypotheses (H5)-(H9) are
valid. First, notice that (H5) is valid by Lemma 4.1. Next, it is immédiate
from the définition of Mh that the jumps of éléments in Mh have zero mean
values on interelement boundaries, so that (H6) is valid. Also, (H7) is
obviously satisfied. It thus remains to check (H8) and (H9). For (H8), we
need the next result.
LEMMA 4.2 : If all triangles in the triangulation Th of f2 are equilateral,
then
Pv{Vv) = Vv9

Vi?eM A .

(4.3)

Proof : It suffices to prove (4.3) for the .P2-bubbles by the définition of
Mh. Let T e Th be an equilateral triangle with vertices (xu v t ), (x2, y 2% a n d
(x3, v 3 ). Since A3 = 1 - A 1 - A 2 , it follows from the définition of <f>0 T(x)
that
+ A 2 ) - 6 ( A 1 2 + Aj A 2 + A f ) .
Hence, it suffices to consider the function
<f>(x)= Aj 2 +Aj A2 + A | .
Let
fli = 3 ' 2 - 3 ' 3 .

a

Ö\ = X^ — X2 ,

t?2 ~ X\ — X3 ,

D=

i =

\aih2^a2hl\

y?>-yi>

.

Then, a calculation shows that
V<£ = (<f>nx+

4>ny + <f>lt <f>nx+ < ^ 2 2 v + <f>2)9

where
<f>n =2{a\

+ axa2

+ al)!D2 ,

<f>l2 = (2 ax bx + axb2

+ a2bl-\-2

a2 b2)/D2 ,

and <f>l and <f>2 are some constants. Since T is equilateral, it can be easily
calculated that <f>n = 0 and <f>n = <f>22 = 3 h\l2 D2. That is, V<j> e V (T\ and
the proof is completed.
vol. 27, n° 1, 1993
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As a resuit of (4.3), (H8) is valid and the system (2.6) may be rewritten as :
Find tfth e Mh such that
= (Phf,v),

VveMh.

(4.4)

Hence, we see that the method is just a slightly modified version of the usual
nonconforming method.
THEOREM 4.3 : If u and if/h are the solutions of (2.2) and (4.4),
respectively, and all triangles in the triangulation Th of ft are equilateral,
then,

( £ )

u 2

* c * | | i i | |

2

,

(4.5)
(4.6)

wit h C independent of u and h.
Proof : First, (4.5) follows directly from the relation

and the known error estimate [2], [7]

consequently, (H9) is satisfied with r = 2. Hence, apply Theorem 2.2 and an
approximation property of P h to obtain

* C h 2 \\f H , .
and the proof is complete.
5. THE LOWEST-ORDER BREZZI-DOUGLAS-MARINI METHOD

Let Th = {T} be again a décomposition of O into triangles, and set

v(T)
W(T)

= Viinf,
=P0(T),

2(3T)= H P , ( e ) .
eedT
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The assumptions (Hl) and (H2) hold trivially.
In order to introducé Mh, let Fh dénote the collection of the vertices of
triangles of Th, and let A be a function from Fh into [R. Then, define
MÏ=

{ve

C°(Ö):V\TBP3(T),

and

V T e Th ; p ( i ) = 4 ( i ) , Vi e

M

Observe that Mh dépends on the function A. For example, let A be the zero
function on Fh ; then,
M°h=

{veC°(n):v\TeP3(TXVTeTh;v(i)

= {ve C°0):v\Te

=O i V i e r h } ,

span {9A; A,(3 A, - 1 )/2, 27 Aj A2 A3,
Ï',7 = 1,2,3,

i ^ 7 } , VTeTh}

.

The next lemma is just one form of the standard uniqueness theorem for
determining a cubic polynomial on a triangle.
LEMMA 5.1. Let À be any given function on Fh. Then for v e Wh and
lx e Ah, there is a unique x £ Mh such that
PhX

=v,

RhX - /* .

As a conséquence of the lemma, the assumption (H4) is valid. Therefore,
as Ah = Ah and thus (H3) is true, we apply Theorem 2.1 to conclude that the
lowest-order Brezzi-Douglas-Marini method is equivalent to a modified
^3-conforming finite element method.
Note that there is no simple formula for the computation of the
approximate solution ah produced by the Brezzi-Douglas-Marini method
like (3.1) in the case of the Raviart-Thomas method. This may account for a
différence in the computation between these two mixed methods.
6. THE MARINI-PIETRA METHOD

With Th defined as before, for each triangle T G Th we let
V{T) = span {r 1 , r\ r 3 } ,
W(T) =P0(T),
A(èT) =P0(BT),
A(bT)

^P^BT),

where
T^d.O),
vol. 27, n" 1, 1993
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such that r 3 e (P^T)) 2 and, for a chosen edge e of T,
(T 3 .n ef l ) e = l ,
3

(T .n €ï l) ? = 0,
(Tl3,

(6.1a)

Vi#é>,

(6.16)

l ) r = ( T |, l ) r = 0 .

(6.Ir)

The condition (6.1) détermines a one-dimensional manifold ; r 3 can be
chosen arbitrarily as an element of this manifold. In particular, r 3 can be
chosen as the element of minimum norm [12], for example.
From the choice above, it is obvious that (Hl) and (H2) are valid.
To construct Mh9 let Rh = R^ and Rh = Rlh indicate the usual orthogonal
projections onto Ah and Ah, respectively, with respect to the norm
| . | h. For each F G Th, let aTn and af2 be the two Gaussian quadrature points
of each side et of T, / = 1, 2, 3, and let
M(T) = {v : v e P2{T\ v(aTn) = v^),

i = 1, 2, 3} .

Note that, since the six nodal values satisfy [9]

£ {»<af 2 )-»(a?i)} = 0 , V v e P 2 ( T ) ,
l = 1

MÇT) is four-dimensional. Then, we iniroduce

i? is continuous at the two Gaussian quadrature points of sides in
£ | and vanishes at the two Gaussian quadrature points of sides in

El}.
Hence, Mh is a modified P 2-nonconforming space.
LEMMA 6.1 : Let T GThbe a triangle with sides et (i = 1, 2, 3 ). Then for
any pt e P0{et) (i = 1, 2, 3) and q G L 2 (J), ^/lere erôts a unique x e M(T)

Gr-/>,.*)., = 0 ,
Cr - <?. 1 )r = 0 .

Vz s ƒ>,(*,),

i = l,2, 3

(6.2a)
(6.2*)

Remark : By the définition of M(T), équation (6.2a) in fact has only three
linearly independent équations. Also, as the P2-bubble 0 o r (jc) vanishes at
the six Gaussian quadrature points, (6.2è) is needed to uniquely détermine
X e M (T)
(T).
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Proof of Lemma 6.1 : Clearly, by the définition of M (ÜH), the System given
by (6.2) is a square linear system with four équations and unknowns. Hence,
to prove existence and uniqueness of x, it suffices to show that
X = 0 if q = 0 and pi• = 0 (Ï = 1, 2, 3 ).
First, condition (6.2a) with pt = 0 implies that
(*,z)e(=0,

VzeP^X

i = l,2f3;

consequently, there is yTsU
such that x = Jj <f>o, r( x )* Hence, by (6.26)
with <? = 0, yT — 0. Namely, A- = 0, and the proof has been completed.
It now becomes apparent that the hypothesis (H4) is just a simple
conséquence of the above lemma.
LEMMA 6.2 : For

all v e

Mh,

Rlhv=R°hv.
This result is immédiate from the définition of M^ and so (H3) is satisfied.
Using Theorem 2.1, we see that the Marini-Pietra method is equivalent to
a modified P 2-nonconforming method.
Set
Then, it is interesting to note that [9]
Mh

=Xh@N2h,

s

where N2h i defined as in the second example.
7. VARIABLE COEFFICIENTS

In this section we shall briefly extend the results of the previous sections
on piecewise constants io the case of variable coefficients. As an example,
we shall consider the lowest-order Raviart-Thomas method in detail. Other
methods can be analyzed analogously. For more information on variable
coefficient mixed finite element methods, refer to [4].
7.1. Basic error estimâtes
Let Th = {T} be a quasiregular partition of f2 into triangles. Set
Vh=

{reV:r\TeV(T),

V r G Th} ,

with V(T) defined as in § 3, and set ak = Pha. Note that the normal
components of each element in Vh are now required to be continuous across
the interelement boundaries.
vol. 27, n° 1, 1993
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We now introducé a modified mixed formulation for approximating the
solution of (2.2) :
Find (&h9 üh) e Vh x Wh such that
(ah âh, r ) - (div T, w,) = 0 ,

Vr e Vh ,

(7.1a)

(div ö=A, i>)

V»e^,

(7.16)

= (ƒ, v) t

where we have projected the coefficient into the space Wh. Observe that,
when a is piecewise constant, (7.1) is the standard mixed finite element
method [2], [7],
We now state some error estimâtes.
THEOREM 7.1 : Problem (7.1) has a unique solution (âh, ~uh). Moreover,
there exists C > 0, independent of h, such that
\o-~âh\\

*C(||a-a

A

| | + ||<r-/7A<r||),

|| div (cr - âh)\\ -s C || (/ - Ph) div <r\\^Ch

(7.2)

\\f\\ x ,

\\u-üh\\**Ch(\\u\\2+ \a\x),
|

|

|

|

2

(7.3)

(7.4)
+lalj),

(7.5)

where (cr, u) is the solution of (2.3), I is the identity operator,
Cl = Cl(\\a\\lm\
and nh will be defined below.
Note that it follows from (2.1) that
ah^

(flT^O,

(7.6)

so that the existence and uniqueness of a solution to (7.1) can be
demonstrated in a standard way (see, e.g., [7]). Estimâtes (7.2)-(7.5) can be
obtained by making use of the duality ideas of Douglas and Roberts [7]. We
shall hère use a more direct approach to obtain these estimâtes. This
approach is easy to understand and is simpler than that given in [7], [8], [13].
Let nh : Hl(O ) -• Vh be the Raviart-Thomas projection, [7], [13], which
satisfies
\\r-nhr\\^C\\r\\xh,

rB(H\n))\

||div ( r - nh r ) | | ^ C | | d i v r\\lh9

(7.7)
x

r G (H (n)f,

l

div r eH (f2),

1

div nh = ph div, (H (n )f - wh.

(7.8)
(7.9)

We shall also require the approximation property

||»-/'Ai>IU*;C|Ml1*'

+1
f

5-0,1,

(7.10)

1

if v e H (Q ).
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Proof
of
Theorem
7.1 :
Let
x = er - âh = (er — JJh er) 4(nhcr - âh) = y + z and g = u - uh = {u - Phu) + (Phu-üh)
= v + £.
These errors satisfy the équations given by subtracting (7.1) from (2.3) and
using (7.9) :
(akx,

T ) - (£, d i v r ) = ({ah-a}

<r, r ) ,

(t>, divz) = 0 ,

Vr sVh,

(7.11a)

Vi?eWA.

(7.11Z>)

Take the test functions r = z in (7.1 la) and v = Ç in (7.1 \b) and add to have
(ahx,

z) = ({ah-

a} er, z)

where e is a positive constant which may be taken as small as we please.
Consequently, since (ah z, z) — (ahx, z) - (ahy, z), it follows that

and that

Le.,

(7.2) holds.
Next, (7.11Z>) shows that div &h= ^ d i v a ; consequently,
||divjc|| = ||div er -Phd\\

<r\\ ,

which gives (7.3) by (7.10) with s = 0.
Now, let T e Vh in {lAla)

be a function associated with £ such that [13]

d i v r = <r and

|| f K ^

u )

* C \\{ N ;

then,
2

= U,diwr)=

(aAJC, r ) - ( { a , - a } er, f )

^ C { l k l | 2 + | | « A - <*\\2} + ^ l l ^ l l 2
LeM

by (7.2), (7.7), and (7.10), (7.4) holds.
In order to show (7.5), we rewrite (7.11) as
(ax, r ) - a , d i v r ) = ({ah-a}
(v, d i v x ) - 0 ,

vol.
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*h, r ) ,

V r € ^ ,

(7.12a)

VveWh.

(lA2b)
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Note that, by (7.2), (7.7), (7 10), quasiregulanty of Th, and the boundedness
of 17*
(7-13)
We are now in a position to prove the estimate (7.5) by means of a duality
argument different from that given in [7].
Let <A e L2(/2 ), and let <p e H2(f2)n //J(I2 ) be such that
- div (<2 V<?) - tff. then, it follows from (7 9) and (7 12) that with
P = a

h

- a :

( £ , * ) = (f, - d i v (
= (f, - d i v
= (j3vh, nh{aV<p) -aV<p)- (fix9 aV<p)+ (p<r9 aV<p)
+ (ax, a V<p - ITh {a V<p } ) + (div x, <p - P h <p ) ,
so that, by (7 7), (7 10), (7 13), and the approximation property
we have

11^ II 11° ^ " ^ {^ v ^}|l + ||divx||||^-/>^||
+ 11^11.!+All^ll +*l|div*||)|M| 2 ,
with Cx = Cjdl^Hj œ ) . Finally, combine (7 2), (7.3), (7 7), (7 10), and the
assumed elhptic regulanty to obtain (7.5), and the proof has been completed.
7.2. Post-Processing
Associated with (2.5), we have the modified mixed-hybnd method .
Find {âh, üh, Xh) e Vh x Wh x Ah such that
(ah âh9 r ) - ^

[{uh, div r ) r - (A A , r . nT)dT]

=0,

V r e ^ ,

T

(7.14a)
7

5] (/*, ^ A . nT\T
r

(7.146)
= 0 ,

VAC G

yiA .
(7 14c)
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Again, by (7.6), the existence and uniqueness of solution to (7.14) can be
easily shown in a standard way. Furthermore, since équation (7.14c) imposes
the required continuity on âh9 the pair (ah, uh) of (7.14) is the same as that of
(7.1).
Set

The following lemma can be proved by the argument given in [2].
LEMMA 7.2 : There is a constant C, independent ofu and h, such that, for
every T e Th and every edge e of Tf

kh - Rh u \\e *= C ( ^ / 2 | | x | | r + hj m\\ t \ J + tffl a - ah\\T),
+h\\a-ah\\).

(7.15)
(7.16)

As mentioned bef ore, the advantage of the System associated with (7.14) is
that the stiffness matrix is positive definite. Moreover, the multiplier above
can be used to obtain by post-processing an approximate solution to
M which is asymptotically more accurate than the approximation üh.
THEOREM 7.3 : Let

Wlh= {veL2(ti):v\TeP1(Tl

VTeTh}

,

and let ug € W\ be defined by
Rhu? = Xh.

(7.17)

Then,
||«-«f||*sC1fc2(||«||2+

||/||1+ l a ^ ) ,

if u is the solution of (2.2), where Cx = C* j(||a ||1

(7.18)

m).

Proof : The existence and uniqueness of w;f are obvious. We also define
uh e W\ by
Rhuh = Rhu\

(7.19)

by standard arguments (see, e.g., [6]),
||M-MA||
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Observe that, by (7.17) and (7.19),
Rh(uj?-uh)=Xh-Rhu.
Then, by a simple scaling argument (see, e.g., [5]),

btt-uh\\0T^ch]!2 £

•

||ÂA-*HL

1 = 1

a21)

'

for all T e Th with edges ei9 i = 1, 2, 3. Combine (7.15), (7.20) and (7.21)
with (7.2), (7.5), (7.7), and (7.10) to obtain the desired result (7.18), and the
proof is complete.
Note that u% approximates u with a higher order of accuracy than
üh9 as required, and is continuous at the midpoints of sides in E\ and zero at
the midpoints of sides in E\.
7.3. Implementation
Let Mh be defined as in § 3 or in § 4. Corresponding to (2.6), we define the
analogue :
Find ijfh e Mh such that
£ (aj;lPv(V$h\

Vv)T=

(Phf9

v),

Vi; eMh.

(7.22)

T

Then, in the same argument as in § 2, we have
THEOREM 7 . 4 : Let (ö:h,uh,Xh)

be the solution of (7.14) and let

tf/h e Mh be given by
Ph$h = üh> Rh$h=

^h-

(7.23)

Then if/h is the unique solution of (7.22) and
(7.24)
Let us now discuss the structure of (7.22). Let Nh = N2h or N3h. For
v e MNC, we have Pv(Vv) = Vv, a piecewise constant. Moreover, the
gradient of a bubble function in Nh has zero mean value on each
T. Indeed, for v e Nh and q = (1, 0) or (0, 1), we have
(Vv, q)T= (v9q. nT)dT - (v, div q)T - 0 ,
since t; vanishes at the two Gaussian quadrature points of or on each side of
T. Therefore, the solution of (7.22) may be determined as zh + €k where
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(zh, èh)e MNC x Nh is the unique solution of
v e MNC ,
_

V<pGNh.

(1.25a)
(1.25b)

T

In summary, we have
),

(7.26)
(7.27)

Â* = «* z* ,

(7.28)

where (zA, gh) satisfies (7.25). From the solution of (7.25) one can deduce
the solution of (7.14). Moreover, based on (7.25)-(7.28), we have the simple
solution given in the following proposition by the argument in [11].
PROPOSITION 7.5 : In each T, crh at a point x is evaluated by the simple
formula
^ x

r

) / 2 ,

xeT,

where zh satisfies (1,25a).
We shall now dérive error estimâtes for (7.22).
THEOREM 7.6 : If u and $h are the solutions of (2.2) and (7.22),
respectively, and if
^y(V^)-V^,,

(7.29)

then,

,

(7-31)

where C1 = C 2 ( | | « | | l i 0 0 ) and C 3 = C 3 ( | | I I | | 2

ro,

||a||lt00).

Proof : First, by (2.1) and (7.10), note that
|a-«»1||_i=sC||a||1A'

o

1

C

+1

ll -«* L^ IMI,,œ>>vol. 27, n" 1, 1993

,

5= 0,1,

(7.32)

(7-33)
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Then, using (2.1), (7.32) with s = O, (7.2), (7.7), and the triangle inequality,

|| 2 +

\\a\\x);

i.e„ (7.30) holds with C 2 = C2(\\u\\ x œ).
In order to prove (7.31), we shall adapt the duality argument given in § 2.
Let w = u — tj/fr and let <f> e H\(H ) be such that
— div {a V</> ) = w

in 12 ,

and

Il0ll 2 *c||w|| •

(7-34>

As in (2.15), we write

(7.35)
- £ (üf V^ . « r w ) a r
7

= RX +R2 +R3 .
Using (7.33), we see that

l^l-ll^-^ILil^llil^L
where C ! = C1 ( || Ö || X œ ). The term R3 can be treated in the same manner as
in the second section to obtain
\R3\*Ch\\4>\\2\\Vw\\h.

(7.37)

For R2, observe that

E {(a V<^,
(7.38)
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Applying the same ideas as in (2.16)-(2.17), we get
|*!|*CA2||/||,.

(7.39)

Finally, R\ can be bounded as follows :

1*21 = I C K " 1 - * } V<£, Vu)T
T

* ||«* 1 - « | | _ 1

IIVM.V^HJ

(7.40)

where C 3 = C 3 (||w|| 2 m). Now, combine (7.30), (7.32), and (7.34)-(7.40) to
yield the desired result (7.31) if h is sufficiently small, and the proof has been
finished.
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